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Duff later appeared in Cheaper by the Dozen 2, leading to her second Razzie nomination for worst female role in 2005. Duff later appeared in the sequel at a dozen two, making her second raspberry nomination for worst female role in 2005. Culkin's performance in the film earned him a Razzie Award for
Worst Actor (also for Pagemaster and Rich Ritchie). Culkin's performance in the film earned him a Golden Raspberry award for Worst Actor (also for Pagemaster and Rich Richie). The film received a Razzie Award nomination for its role as Ben Kingsley in Worst Supporting Actor. The film received a
Razzie Award nomination for its role as Ben Kingsley in Worst Supporting Actor. Nominations for the 35th annual Razzie Awards have been announced. Received on January 22, 2015 Nominations for the 35th Annual Razzie Awards. Pauley Shore's performance at Encino Man won him the Razzie Award
for the worst new star. Paulie Shore's performance at Encino Man earned him the Razzie Award for worst new star. Her performances in Cinderella Stories and Raise Her Voice earned Duff the first Razzie Award nomination for Worst Actress in 2004. Her performances in Cinderella Stories and Raise Her
Voice gave Duff the first nomination for the Golden Raspberry in the category of Worst Actress in 2004. In 2007, the film won the Razzie Award for Worst Prequel or Sequel. In 2007, the film won the Golden Raspberry Award for Worst Prequel or Sequel. It did badly at the box office and Goldberg was
nominated for a Razzie Award for her performance. He did not play well at the box office and was nominated for the Golden Raspberry Award for his work. Shaquille O'Neal received a Razzie Award nomination for best actor for his role in the film, but lost to Kevin Costner The Postman. Shaquille O'Neal,
O'Neill, Razzie was nominated for the Razzie Award for Worst Actor for his role in the film, but lost to Kevin Costner of Messenger. The film received three razzie Award nominations, including worst actor (Ashton Kutcher), Worst Supporting Actress (Tara Reid) and Worst Screen Couple. The film received
three Golden Raspberry nominations, including Worst Actor (Ashton Kutcher), Worst Supporting Actress (Tara Reid) and Worst Couple on Screen. The film was nominated for two Razzie awards, including worst supporting actor for Richard Pryor and worst musical score for Giorgio Moroder. The film was
nominated for two Golden Raspberry Awards, including a supporting role for Richard Pryor and the worst soundtrack to Giorgio Moroder's film. Hilary and Hayley Duff's performances were panned by critics and earned both of them Razzie nominations for the award for Worst Actress and Worst Screen
Couple. The performances of Hilary and Hayley Duff were criticized by critics and brought Razzie nominations for the award for worst female role and worst duet or cast. Rob Schneider was nominated for the Razzie Award for Best Supporting Actor for his film, but lost to Jackson Rathboub for both The
Last Air Exchange and The Twilight Saga: Eclipse. Rob Schneider was nominated for the Golden Raspberry award in the Worst Supporting Actor category, but lost the jacksony Rathboob trophy for The Last Air Exchange and Twilight Saga: Eclipse. Rob Schneider was nominated for the Razzie Award for
Best Actor of the Decade for his role in the film. Rob Schneider was nominated for the Razzie Award for Best Actor of the Decade for his role in the film. Angelina Jolie received a Razzie Award for Best Actress for her role in the film (also for Alexander), but lost the Halle Berry trophy for Catwoman.
Angelina Jolie received a Golden Raspberry Award nomination for best actress for her role in the film (also Alexander), but lost the Halle Berry trophy in Catwoman. Both Xanadu and Megaforce roles received his Razzie nominations, for worst actor and worst supporting actor, respectively. His roles in
Xanadu and Megaforce earned him nominations for The Golden Raspberry as Worst Actor and Worst Supporting Actor, respectively... She was nominated for a Golden Globe award for Best Actress and a Razzi Award for Worst Actress for her role in A Touch of Love in 1981. She was nominated for a
Golden Globe award for Best Actress in a Drama and a Razzie Award for Best Actress for her role in Touched Love in 1981. At the Razzie Awards, the film received three nominations, Best Actor for Tim Allen, Worst Remake or Rip-Off and Worst Occasion for Family Entertainment, but failed to win any of
these categories. The film received three nominations for The Golden Raspberry, including Worst Actor by Tim Allen, Worst Remake or Remake Sorry for family entertainment, but failed to win any of these categories. He was nominated for two more Razzie awards, for best supporting actress (Foster) and
worst director (Weiland). He was nominated for two more Golden Raspberry Awards, for worst supporting actress (Foster) and worst director (Weiland). He was also nominated for two Razzie awards, including worst supporting actor for Gilbert Gottfried and worst supporting actress for Roseanne Barr. He
was also nominated for two Golden Raspberry Awards, including Worst Supporting Actor for his role as Gilbert Gottfried and Best Supporting Actress for Rosanne Barr. No results have been found on this value. Frequent words: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, Most frequent short espresso: 1-400, 401-800,
801-1200, MoreFrequent Long Expresses: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, More Although the Oscars, scheduled for this Sunday, do not arrive, there are Razzies to contemplate: Emoji: The film was considered the worst film of 2017 and actor Tom Cruise the worst actor in an online ceremony that took place
this Saturday morning. The emoji-themed film was the first animated film in 38 years to be awarded the Golden Raspberry Award, better known as the Razzies, to take home the great dishonor of the event. The emoji film - which on its IMDB page is 3 points out of 10 - hit Fifty Dark Shadows and
Transformers: The Last Knight, which were nominated in the same category. Also, Emoji: The Movie received three other awards - or dubious distinctions, depending on the point of view - winning in the worst director categories (Tony Leondis), the worst argument and combination, and even the worst
argument. In this year's edition of the Razzies, which celebrate the worst in the film industry, Transformers: The Last Knight was considered the race champion with nine nominations, followed by Fifty Dark Shadows, with eight nominations, and The Mummy, with seven.  It was, however, up to a small
yellow emoji to be the main character of the event for the worst reasons. Razzies: Emoji Movie named the worst film of 2017 - the animated film triumphs at the Hollywood Razzie Awards, on the eve of the Academy Awards. - James Burns (@KD5FEX) March 3, 2018 The difference that Tom Cruise
received - regarding his involvement in The Mummy - consisted of the first solo Razzie of his career as an actor, nominated for a total of three Oscars, won the title of the couple's worst film alongside Brad Pitt in the film Interview with the Vampire. Tyler Perry was voted the worst actress of 2017 for her
role in Tyler Perry Boo 2! Madea Halloween (which did not debut in Portugal), and chalk also and Kim Basinger received the Razzies - a crimson-shaped trophy that costs about $5 (4 euros) - in the worst actor and supporting actress categories, in Father There's Only One... Or two and fifty darkest
shadows, respectively. This page provides reliable sources, but which do not cover all the content. Help insert links. Unverified content can be removed.-Find Sources: Google (news, Books and Academic) (April 2017) The Golden Raspberry Awards Founder Award, John Wilson, at the 2009 Award
ceremony of the Organization's Worst Film Industry Golden Raspberry Foundation USA First Ceremony march 31, 1981 The Official Golden Raspberry Awards, abbreviated Razzies and Razzies Awards) is an American comedy film award conceived as a parody of the Oscar-winning Hollywood publicist



John Wilson. The goal of the game is to reward the worst actors, movies and other cinematic attributes presented throughout the year. In Brazil, the Golden Raspberry is equivalent to what will be the Pineapple Trophy. Currently, 657 members of the Golden Raspberry Foundation, which includes
journalists, moviegoers and Internet users, are being awarded the vote. Since 2012, the categories have been collaborating in the voting of visitors to the Rotten Tomatoes website. Awards, always in a tone of debauchery, usually follow the Oscar schedule - first the ceremony on the same day, then
nominations and awards the day before the Academy. In 2012 and 2020, it was the nominations the day before the Oscars, and the ceremony itself followed (on April 1, April 1, April day of lies; second, they announced online in March after the COVID-19 Pandemic canceled the event). The fruit is used in
the sense of the expression blowing raspberries, which is to mimic the sound of flatulence with the mouth. The Story Award was conceived by publicist John Wilson, who works in film marketing in Hollywood. After a double session of the musicals Can't Stop the Music and Xanadu, which outraged
Wilson's low-quality productions during his tradition of hosting dinners at his home on Oscar night, Wilson decided after the 1981 ceremony to hand over lists for his guests to vote for last year's worst films. After an impromptu award that was well received by the 36 attendees, Wilson decided to hand over
the press releases. Subsequently, more and more people, including journalists, visited Wilson's home at the next awards ceremonies. Wilson later decided to expand the scope of the Golden Raspberry, organizing depraved ceremonies in theaters in Los Angeles and anticipating awards during the day
Academy awards to provide more advertising. The Prize is a plastic raspberry on a Super-8 film, painted with gold paint, with an approximate value of $4.97. Winners are invited to receive a prize, and some accept, collecting the prize in person at the ceremony. Current Worst Film Category: Since 1980
Worst Actor: Since 1980 (Marlon Wayans and His Brother Sean received two nominations combined and took one) Worst Actress: Since 1980 (usually includes actors dressed as men in the Sahara, Bratz and Sex and the City 2) Worst Supporting Actor: Since 1980 (Brookes won for acts dressed as a
man in Sugar, Sugar 2) Worst Supporting Actor: Since 1980 (Brookes won for acts dressed as a man in Sugar, Sugar 2) Worst Supporting Actor: Since 1980 (Brookes won for acting dressed as a man in Sugar, Sugar 2) Worst Supporting Actor: Since 1980 (Brookes won for acts dressed as a man in
Sugars, and Jane March was nominated for masquerade as a man in the color of the night) Worst Supporting Actress: Since 1980 (usually includes actors dressed in dresses) Worst screenplay: since 1980 Worst Director: Since 1980 Worst Screen Combination: Since 1994 (originally Worst Double; in
2011 it was renamed The Worst Double or Cast, originating in the following year's category , and recombinations in 2013) Worst sequel , remake, prequel or Blatant Plutogio: from 1994 to 2005, worst sequel or remake; in 2006 and 2007, two categories, Worst Sequel/Prequel and Worst Remake /Blatant
Pluto, which merged in 2008) Raspberry Redemption: from 2014, recognizes former nominees awarded who received the role of the famous Extinct Worst Songs: 1980 - 1999, 2002 The Worst New Star: 1981 - 1988 1990 - 1998 Worst Soundtrack: 1981 - 1985 Worst Visual Effects: 1986 - 1987 Special
Worst Screenplay Gross Over $100 Million (1996, Won Twister) Worst Disrespect for Human Life and Public Property (1997, won Con Air; 2020, won By Cons: The Last Bloods the Worst Trend) (1998, won the 58-year-old heroes trial of 20-year-old girls) The most intentional film for flatulent teens (2002,
won Jackass: The Movie) Worst Excuse for The Movie (2030) won the Cat in the Hat Special Award - Worst Choreography (2003, given from Justin to Kelly not entering any category) The Most Tedious Tabloid Trust (2005 won by Tom Cruise, Katie Holmes, Oprah's Sofa, the Eiffel Tower and Tom's
Baby) Worst Occasion for Family Entertainment (2006, won RV) Worst sorry for a horror movie (2007, won the I Know Who Killed Me) Worst Use 3D (2010, won last air exchange) set by Ronald Reagan in 1981, Linda Blair in 1983, Irwin Allen in 1985, Bruce the Rubber Shark in 1987, and U Bolleave's
2009 Birthday Awards of the Decade proved to be an inspiring award for the previous ten years. The 25th anniversary of Raspberries in 2005 also got highlights. Period (Ceremony) Category Winner Nominated 1980s (10)Worst Actor Sylvester Stallone AtkinsRyan O'NealPrinceJohn Travolta Pior Atriz Bo
Derek Fay DanaiMadonnaBrook SpidesPia odoro Pior Film Mommie Dearest (1981) Bolero (1984)Howard Duck (1986)Lonely Lady (1983)Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989) Pior Nova EstrellaOr Christopher Atkins MadonnaPrinned Scarvid Decada de 1990 (20 ) Pior Ator do Sekulo Sylvester Stallone
Kevin CostnerPriceSuillim ShatnerPolie Shore Pior Atris do Sekulo Madonna Elisabeth Berkeley Derbak SilksPia Zador Pior Filme da Decade Showgirls (1995) : Burn Hollywood Burn (1998)Hudson Hawk (1991)Postman (1997)Striptease (1996) Pior Nova Estrella da Decade Poly Shore Elizabeth
BurkeleyAhmed BestSofia Coppol Dennis Rodman 25 Anos do Framboesa (25 ) Major Perdedor Arnold Schwarzenegger Kim BasingerAngelina JolieRyan O'NeillIanu Reeves Pior Drama Battlefield Land (2000) Lonely Mommie Dear (1981)Showgirls (1995)Swept Away (2002) Piordia Gigli (2003) The
Adventures of Pluto Nash (2003) 2002) Cat in the Hat (2003)Freddie Got Fingered (2001)Leonard Part 6 (1987) Pior Musical from Justin to Kelly (2003) Can't stop music (1980)Glitter (2001)Rhinestone (1984)Spice World (1998)Xanadu (1980) Decade de 2000 (30 ) Pior Ator Eddie Murphy Ben
AffleckMike MyersRob Schneider John Travolta Pior Paris Hilton Mariah CareyLindsay LohanJennifer LopezMadonna Pior Filme Battlefield Earth (2000) Freddie Got Fingered (2001)Gigli (2003)I know Who Killed Me (2007)Swept Away (2002) Maiores vencedores Films Jack and Jill (2011) (10 pr'mios ,
zniko filme vencer et todas as a category) Battlefield Earth (2000) (9 pregnos, 7 et 2001, Pior drama dos primeiros 25 Anos do Framboesa de Ouro et 2005 e Pior Filme da de 2000 et 2010) Showgirls (1995 ), know I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I Who Killed Me
(2008): 8 Premos (Showgirls inclui Pior Filme da d'cada de 90 em 2000) Gigli (2003), Twilight Saga : Breaking Dawn - Part 2 (2012) : 7 premixes (Gigli teve 6 em 2004, e pior com'dia dos primeiros 25 anos do Framboesa de ouro em 1878; enico a vencer Pior Filme, Diretor, Ator, Atriz e Roteiro); Lonely
Lady (1983), Mommie Dearest (1981), Bolero (1984), Striptease (1996), Cats (2019): 6 premimos (Mommie Dearest inuiclation Pior filme da d'cada de 80 em 1990) Under the cherry moon (1990)1986), Postman (1997), Alan Smithy Film: Burn Hollywood Burn (1998), Wild Wild West (1999), Freddie Got
Fingered (2001), Swept Away (2002), Last Air Exchanger (2010), Fifty Shades of Grey (2015) : 5 Premiums Rambo: First Part Blood II (1985) , Howard Duck (1986), Ghosts Can't Do It (1990), Catwoman (2004), Basic Instinct 2 (2006), Dirty Love (2005), America's Hillary: The Secret History of the
Democratic Party, Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice (2016), Emoji Movie (2017), Holmes and Watson (2018): 4 Indiceas Dancers: 15 Indicash (13 am 1996, Pior Film da Decade 90, and Worst Драма of the 25 Years of Golden Raspberry) Одинокая леди: 13 индикаш (11 in 1984, Worst film of the
80th birthday, and worst драма of the 25 years of the Raspberry); Джек и Джилл: 12 indica'es Mommie Dearest, Battlefield Earth, Gigli, Сумерки Сага: Рассвет - Часть 2 (2012), Бưтмен и Робин (1997): 11 indica'es (Mommie Dearest and Battlefield include Earth worse драма of 25 years; Battlefield
Earth and Gigli, worst film of the 2000 film; Gigli worst with'day of the first 25 years; and 'Mommie Dearest, worst film of the year of 80); Болеро, Алан Смити Фильм: Burn Hollywood Burn, Фредди Got Fingered, Swept Away, Я знаё, кто убил меня, Трансформеры: Последний рыцарь (2017): 10
indica'es (Болеро includes worst film да декада де 80; Я знаё, кто убил меня, Фредди Got Fingered, and Swept Away worst film of the d'tada of 2000; Фредди получил пальцами; worst with'day of the first 25 years; Swept Away драма worst of the first 25 years; and Burn Hollywood Burn worst movie
of 90); Рейнстоун (1984), Призраки не могут сделать ưто, Цвет ночи (1994), Мстители (1998), Дикий Дикий Запад, Кот в шляпе (2003), Последний воздухообмен, Сумерки Сага: Затмение (2010), Взрослые Ups 2 (2013), Пятьдесят отте 9 indica'es (Rhinestone includes worst музыкальный of
the first 25 years, and Кошка в шляпе worse com'dia of the first 25 years; Цвет Ночи и о йничо win only Пиор Film; Grown Ups 2 has the highest number of indica'es that did not yield any pr'mio); Can't Stop the Music (1980), Under the Cherry Moon, Striptease, Spice World (1997), I Now Pronounce
You Chuck and Larry, Norbit (2007), Transformers: Dark of the Moon, The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Часть 1 (2011), That's My Boy (2012), Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, Зуландер 2 (2016), Мумия (2017), Похороны семьи Madea, Рưмбо: Последняя кровь (2019): 8 indica'es (Can't
Stop The Music and Spice World include worse музыкальный of the first 25 years , Говард утка worst film да декада де 80, Striptease worst film да да декада де 90) Xanadu (1980), Рưмбо: Первая часть крови II, Прохладный, как лед, Hudson Hawk (1991), Непристойное предложение (1993),
Алая буква (1995), Блеск (2001), Ангелы Чарли: Полный дросель (2003), Catwoman, Основной и Земля потерянных, Трансформеры: Месть падших (2009), Броненосец (2012), Трансформеры: Возраст вымирания (2014) ) : 7 индикаш (Hudson Hawk includes Worst Film of the 1990S , Xanadu
and Glitter, worst музыкальные of the first 25 years) Леонард Часть 6 (1987), Остров доктора Моро (1996), Грязная лёбовь, Баки Ларсон: Рожденный быть звездой (2011), После Земли, Madea Рождество, Movie 43 (2013), Пятьдесят оттенков серого, восхождение, Пол Blart: Mall Cop 2,
Пиксели (2015), Грязный дедушка (2016), Холмс и У отсон, Готти, Счастливые убийства (2018): 6 indica'es (Леонард Часть 6 includes worst with'day of the first 25 years) Actor Stallone: 20 nominations and 7 awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor, including worst actor
of the century and 80s); Adam Sandler: 12 nominations and 4 awards (only in the acting category, including Worst Actress for her role in Jack and Jill); John Travolta: 10 nominations and 2 awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor, including nominations as worst actor in the
1980s and 2000s); Eddie Murphy: 8 nominations and 4 awards (only in acting categories; three for his role in the film Norbit, including Worst Supporting Actress, and award for worst male role of the 2000s); Kevin Costner: 8 nominations and 3 awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting
actor, including nominations as worst actor of the century); Tyler Perry: 8 nominations and 2 awards (usually in the category of worst actresses, playing the character Madea; also had one as an actor and two as a supporting actor) Arnold Schwarzenegger: 8 nominations and no awards (only in the
categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor; awarded the Biggest Loser of Our 25 Years for Recording in 2004); Burt Reynolds: 7 nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor); Rob Schneider: 6 nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst
actor/worst supporting actor; includes nomination as worst actor of the 2000s); Nicolas Cage: 6 nominations and no awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor); Ben Affleck, Bruce Willis: 5 nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor;
Affleck includes nomination as worst actor of the 2000s;; Johnny Depp, Keanu Reeves: 5 nominations and no awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor; Keanu was named in the category of The Biggest Loser of the First 25 Years); Taylor Lautner: 4 nominations and 1 nomination
(acting category only) Dan Aykroyd: 3 nominations and 2 awards (only in the worst supporting actor category); Prince: 4 nominations and 1 award (only in the worst actor/ category/ Worst Supporting Actor; includes nominations for both worst actor of the century and worst actor of the 80s) Al Pacino: 4
nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor; his award played himself in Jack and Jill); Tyler Perry : 4 nominations and 1 award (only in the acting categories; won by worst actress making Madea); Jon White, Nick Swardson, Steven Seagal, Will Ferrell: 4
nominations and no awards (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor); William Shatner: 3 nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst actor/worst supporting actor, including nomination as worst actor of the century); Pauley Shore: 3 nominations and 2 awards (including
nominations as worst actor in the Ashton Kutcher: 3 nominations and 1 award (only in the worst actor category); Mike Myers: 3 nominations and 1 award (only in the category of worst actor, includes a nomination as the worst actor of the 2000s); Christopher Atkins, Tom Cruise: 3 nominations and 1 award
(only in acting categories); Marlon Brando: 3 nominations and 1 award (only in the category of worst supporting actor); Ryan O'Neill, Billy Barty, Danny DeVito, Kevin James, Larry Cable Guy, Robert Pattinson, Val Kilmer::3 nominations and no awards (O'Neill includes worst actor of the 80s, and ended up
nominated in the category of The Biggest Loser of the First 25 Years) Actress Madonna: 12 nominations and 8 awards (only in acting categories; including worst actress of the century, and as worst actress of the 80s and 2000s) Faye Dunaway: 8 nominations and 2 awards (only in the worst actress/worst
supporting actress categories, including a nomination as the worst actress of the 80s); Jennifer Lopez: 8 nominations and 1 award (only in the categories of worst actress /worst supporting actress; including nominations as worst actress of the 2000s); Bo Derek: 7 nominations and 4 awards (only in the
categories of worst actress/worst supporting actress; including, worst actress of the 80s, and nomination as the worst actress of the century); Demi Moore: 7 nominations and 3 awards (only in the categories of worst actress /worst supporting actress); Brooke Shields: 7 nominations and 3 awards
(including worst supporting actor under the guise of a man in the Sahara, and nominations as the worst actress of the century and worst actress of the 80s); Melanie Griffith: 7 nominations and 2 awards (acting category only); Lindsay Lohan: 6 nominations and 2 awards (only in acting categories; two
awards for the same film and category; includes nominations as worst actress of the 2000s) Sean Young, Sharon Stone: 6 nominations and 2 awards (only in the categories of worst actress /worst supporting actress); Kim Basinger: 6 nominations and 1 award (5 nominations for worst female role received
nominations for The Biggest Loser of the First 25 Years, supporting actor years later received the award); Carmen Electra: 5 nominations and 1 award (only in the Category of Worst Supporting Actress); Paris Hilton: 4 nominations and 4 awards (only in the categories of worst actress /worst supporting
actress; including the worst actress of the 2000s); Pia zadora: 4 nominations and 2 awards (including nominations as the worst actress of the century and worst actress of the 80s); Bridget Nielsen, Cameron Diaz, Jenny McCarthy, Jessica Alba, Kelly Preston, Megan Fox, Hillary Duff: 4 nominations and 1
award (only in the categories of worst actress /worst supporting actress); Angelina Jolie: 4 nominations and no awards (only in the worst actress category; eventually nominated for The Biggest Loser of the first 25 years); Director Michael 6 nominations and 2 awards; Brian De Palma, Rennie Harlin: 5
nominations and no awards (only in the worst director category); M. Night Shyamalan: 4 nominations and 2 awards (only in the category of worst director); Dennis Dugan: 4 nominations and 1 award; John Derek: 3 nominations and 2 awards; Uwe Ball: 3 nominations and 1 award (only in the worst director
category); Hal Needham, John G. Avildsen, John Landis: 3 nominations and no awards; People who got little people actually got their rewards. They include: 1988 - Bill Cosby received his 3 awards for Leonard Part 6 after the Fox show, but the prizes were not $4.97 figurines, but Deluxe versions of 24-
carat gold and Italian marble, made by the channel for $27,000. 1992 - Tom Selleck wins the Award for Best Supporting Actor for Christopher Columbus: Opening on the Chevy Chase Show. Jack Feldman, the lyrics to Newsies' Worst Original Song, asked his stucco in 2016 to put it on his bookshelf with
the Tony Award-winning Adaptation Of News stage, and in 2020, the song's composer Alan Menken, who at the same weekend took two Oscars for Aladdin (one of three people winning an Oscar and Raspberry in the same year) got his raspberries at home. 1996 - Paul Verhoeven wins the Showgirls
award at the ceremony, saying that getting statuettes is better than reading the film reviews. 1998 - Screenwriter Brian Helgeland, who won An Oscar for Los Angeles Privacy and Raspberry the same year, asked the institution for his award, recalling the quixotic nature of Hollywood. They sent him to the
office of Warner Bros. in 1999 - Robert Conrad, who played James West on the 1960s City, received three of the five Wild Wild West awards as a remake review. 2000 - J.D. Shapiro, a screenwriter, won the award for best screenplay on a radio show; Barry Pepper did not receive his award, but after the
award stated that he would like to be invited to the ceremony and attend to pick up his trophy. 2002 - Tom Greene received the Freddie Got Fingered Award, not sarcasm, but found the honor. 2004 - Ben Affleck, winner of the Worst Actor Award for Gigley, Daredevil and The Salary, asks for an award. He
got it on the Larry King show, crushing it right away. The remains were sold on eBay, and financed the theater's lease from the next ceremony. 2005 - Halle Berry, who won an Oscar in 2002, took the statuette to a ceremony in which she was decorated as the worst female cat actress, giving a sarcastic
speech. John Wilson, after the event, praised Halle's other performances and said he expects another Oscar for her. One of the film's screenwriters, Ferris won the statuette for worst screenplay, while Julie Newmar, a catwoman from the 1960s series, got the worst film. 2010 - Sandra Bullock won her
awards for worst female role and worst couple for all about Steve, and gave copies of the film to attendees saying they should watch to see if she was worthy of the award, saying they only voted for her without seeing the film because Bullock promised she would come if she won. John Wilson said
Sandra's performance was better than the one to be seen on DVD. Bullock also won an Academy Award the same year for The Blind Side. J.D. Shapiro was also present at the ceremony, winning the award for the worst film of the Decade for Battlefield Earth. 2011 - David Eigenberg decided to take the
worst double/cast of sex in the city 2 say never won any awards in his life, and made Wilson a video recognition. 2016 - Jamie Dornan, who announced he will attend the invitation ceremony, won his award for best actor for Fifty Shades of Grey in 2018 on the Conan O'Brien show. 2017 - Dinesh D'Souza,
Hillary's director and star of America, appears in a video announcing the winners, saying his anti-de-Jewish documentary was chosen out of the indignation of those disappointed by the election of Donald Trump, and thanked the awards for the fact that my audience loves the fact that you hate me. Critics
of the award have received criticism, including from news sources such as Indiewire and The Daily Telegraph, on a number of issues, including the fact that members of the Golden Raspberry Foundation are not required to watch nominated films, and that apparently everyone can join the Golden
Raspberry Foundation as long as they pay at least $40, which is different from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Critics also find it bad that they are easy targets and ordinary films, rather than those perceived as less popular but more worthy productions, while continuing to attract
celebrities, apparently for advertising and attention, among other films and more worthy performances. Sam Adams of Indiewire said that Razzies like people who interrupt an insult to comedians or a bystander shouting Whoo! during a quiet song, they don't scream so secretly to be noticed. Razzies, right,
avoid attacking the little guy, they don't destroy budget indices that no one has seen for bad lighting or horrible sound. Robbie Collin, of The Daily Telegraph, said that the continued failure of the award to train its views on anything other than the most obvious goals means that it is becoming increasingly
tired and redundant within a year. William Bibbiani, of CraveOnline, said the award follows a 'cheap shot of pranks' and 'only with a handful' they just think it's appropriate to name the most infamous films of the year and not necessarily the worst. Carolyn Burke, of Cracked, describes the awards as an
unbridled operation run by a bunch of lazy trolls who are guilty of the same self-importance they claim to be satirizing and goes on to state that awards are an old-fashioned joke It's long gone beyond any goodwill or relevance they've ever had, and has become more than a wicked puppet of joyless
criticism. Inquiries: Lindrea, Victoria (February 25, 2007). Blowing raspberries in Tinseltown. BBC News. Bbc. Consultations on May 4, 2009 - The story and stories of the Golden Raspberry, the award of the worst in Hollywood, which reaches the 30th edition on Saturday - - - - - - - External references
Commons has a category containing images and other files on the Golden Raspberry (in English) Information on the Golden Raspberry Database online movie data associated with an entertainment project. You can help Wikipedia, Expanding it.vde Received from 2 April - House Mon Ter Kua Thur Fri
Sat 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 11 12 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 2 1 2 Years: 2020 Decade: 21st Millennium: April 3 or 1 is the 91st day of the year in the Gregorian calendar (92nd century). 274 ahead. Historic events of 1937: Bombing of Yaon, Spain, by Nazi
troops, supporting the Francoist nationalists. 1960: The first television image of the Earth obtained from space. - Emperor Diofletian advances his General Maximian to the co-emperor in the rank of Augustus and gives him control over the western regions of the Roman Empire. 0325 - Four-year-old Prince
Cheng Jin succeeds his father, Ming de Jin, as emperor of the Eastern Jin Dynasty. 0457 - The Mayorian is recognized as the Roman emperor after defeating 900 Alamy near Lake Major, Italy. 0527 - The Byzantine Emperor Justin I appoints his nephew Justinian as co-president and successor to the
throne. 1572 - In the 80-year war, Watergeusens captured Brielle from the Spaniards, earning the first point of ground support for what would become the Republic of the Seven United Provinces of the Netherlands. 1625 - The Luso-Spanish fleet of 52 ships begins the bayia reconcurrent from the Dutch
during the Luso-Dutch War. 1854 - Charles Dickens's novel The Hard Times begins to be published in his weekly magazine Household Words. 1867 - Singapore becomes a colony of the British crown. 1873 - The RMS Atlantic White Star sinks off the coast of Nova Scotia, killing 547 people in the worst
maritime disaster of the 19th century. 1933 - Newly elected Nazis led by Julius Streicher organize a one-day boycott of all Jewish-owned companies in Germany, launching a series of anti-Semitic acts. 1937 Aden became a colony of the British crown. Spanish Civil War: Xaim, Spain bombed by Nazi
troops supporting The Frankish nationalists. 1939 - Spanish Civil War: Generalissimo Francisco Franco of the Spanish state announces the end of the Spanish Civil War when the last of the republican forces surrenders. 1941 - A military coup in Iraq overthrows the Abd al-Ila regime and establishes
Rashid Ali al-Ghailani as prime minister. 1945 - World War II: Operation Iceberg: United States troops landed in Okinawa in the last major campaign of war. 1946 - Earthquake on the Aleutas Islands: An 8.6 magnitude earthquake near the Aleutas Islands triggers a tsunami that struck the Hawaii
Archipelago, killing 150 people, mostly in Hilo. 1948 Cold War: Blockade of Berlin: Armed forces, led by the Soviet government in East Germany, disrupt access to land in West Berlin. The Faroe Islands receive autonomy from Denmark. 1949 - Chinese Civil War: The Chinese Communist Party holds
successful peace talks with the Nationalist Party in Beijing after three years of fighting. 1955 - EOKA Uprising Against the British Empire begins in Cyprus with the aim of achieving the desired unification (enosis) Greece. 1960 The Government of South Africa bans the African National Congress (ANC) and
the Pan African Congress. The TIROS-1 satellite transmits the first television image of the Earth from space. 1964 Francois Duvalier proclaims himself president for haiti. The beginning of the military regime in Brazil. 1969 - Hawker-Siddeli Harrier enters service with the Royal Air Force. 1974 - The Local
Government Act 1972 comes into force in England and Wales. 1976 - Founded by Apple Inc. Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne. 1977 - Spanish democratic government dissolves Spain's Phalanx, the only party of Francisco Franco's dictatorial regime. 1997, Portugal assumes the presidency
of the United Nations Security Council. Comet Hale-Bopp passes through perihelion. 1999 - Nunavut is established as a Canadian territory extracted from the eastern part of the Northwest Territories. In 2001, Slobodan Milosevic, the former President of the Federal Republic of the Yugoslav Republic,
surrendered to a police special forces man who was to be tried on charges of war crimes. Same-sex marriage is becoming legal in the Netherlands, the first modern country to allow it. 2004 - Google announces Gmail to the public. 2009 - Croatia and Albania in NATO 2016 - Clashes in Nagorno-Karabakh:
a four-day war or april war begins on the line of contact in Nagorno-Karabakh. Birth before the 19th century 1220 - Go-Saga, Japanese Emperor (d. 1272). 1578 - William Harvey, English physicist (d. 1657). 1647 - John Wilmot, English poet (d. 1680). 1697 - Antoine Francois Prevost, French writer (d.
1763). 1741 - George Dance the Younger, British architect (d. 1825). 1753 - Joseph de Maistre, French diplomat and writer (d. 1821). 1755 - French politician (d. 1826). 1776 - Sophie Jermaine, French Mathematics (d. 1831). 19th century Nikolai Gogol, Russian poet (d. 1852). 1815 Otto von Bismarck,
German politician (d. 1898). Edward Clark, American politician (d. 1880). 1823 - Simon Bolivar Buckner, American politician and general (d. 1914). 1827 - Valentin Baker, British military (d. 1887). 1852 - Edwin Austin Abbey, American artist and illustrator (d. 1911). 1856 - Acasio Gabriel Viegas, Indian
physician (d. 1933). 1865 - Richard Adolph Sigmondi, Austrian chemist (1929). 1866 - Ferruccio Busoni, Italian conductor, composer and pianist (d. 1924). 1868 - Edmond Rostand, French poet and playwright (1918). 1873 - Sergei Rachmaninoff, Russian composer, pianist and conductor (d. 1943). 1874
Ernest Barnes, British mathematician and theologian (d. 1953). Prince Charles of Bavaria (d. 1927). 1875 - Edgar Wallace, British journalist, playwright and writer (d. 1932) 1879 He is an Austro-Hungarian wrestler and athlete (d. 1967). 1898 William James Sidis, American inventor (d. 1944). Roger
Bastide, French sociologist and anthropologist (d. 1974). 20th century 1901-1950 1902 - Moreira da Silva, Brazilian singer-songwriter (d. 2000). 1908 - Abraham Maslow, American physician (d. 1970). 1919 - Joseph Murray, American physician (d. 2012). 1920 - Toshiro Mifune, Japanese actor (d. 1997).
1925 - Dicech, Polish film director (2000). 1929 - Milan Kundera, Czech writer 1930 - Grace Lee Whitney, American actress (d. 2015). 1932 - Debbie Reynolds, American actress (d. 2016) 1936 - Swiss politician (d. 1998). 1939 - Ali McGraw, American actress 1940 - Wangari Maatai, Kenyan activist (d.
2011). 1946 Arrigo Sacchi, former Italian football coach Ronnie Lane, British musician (d. 1997). 1948 - Jimmy Cliff, Jamaican musician, singer-songwriter 1949 - Ana Maria Braga, Brazilian journalist and TELEVISION presenter. 1950 - Loris Kessel, Swiss motorist (d. 2010) 1951-1951 - Jose Marciano,
Brazilian singer-songwriter (d. 2019). 1952 - Annette O'Toole, American actress 1953 Barry Sonnenfeld, American film director and producer Renato Terra (singer), Brazilian singer, composer and musician. 1958 - Tita, former Brazilian footballer and coach 1960 - Marina Kosheva, former Russian
swimmer Susan Boyle, British singer Astrid Fontenel, Brazilian TV presenter. Ocimar Versolato, Brazilian fashion designer 1962 - Taher Abuzaid, former Egyptian footballer 1964 - Jose Rodriguez dos Santos, Portuguese journalist. 1970 - Brad Meltzer, American writer and comic book artist 1971 - Shinji
Nakano, Japanese motorist 1973 - Cristiano Doni, Italian footballer 1974 Vladimir Beznasny, former Russian footballer Hugo Ibarra, former Argentine footballer Alberto Rodriguez, Mexican footballer 1975 Buchecha, Brazilian singer and composer Washington, Brazilian former footballer. 1976 Clarence
Seedorf, Dutch footballer Marinho, former Brazilian footballer. Gabor Kireli, Hungarian footballer 1977 - Victor Belfort, Brazilian athlete 1978 Andrei Karjaka, Russian footballer Antonio de Nigris, Mexican footballer (m 2009). Sebastian Roth, Swiss footballer 1980 Randy Orton, American wrestler Jaco
Takeuchi, Japanese actress (m 2020). Bijou Phillips, American actress. 1981 Alx Danielsson, Swedish motorist Armando Babayoff, Brazilian actor Hannah Spearritt, British actress and singer 1982 Robert Wittek, Slovak football player Chang Xiaoping, Chinese boxer. Edgar Villamarin, Peruvian football
player Sam Huntington, American actor. 1983 Sergey Lazarev, Russian singer Amr Saki, Egyptian footballer 1984 - Jonas, footballer 1985 Manuel Reina Rodriguez, Spanish footballer Elizabeth Tweddle, British gymnast. Josh zuckerman, American actor 1986 - Hamin Dramani, Ghana national team
footballer 1987 Vitorino Antunes, Brazilian Portuguese footballer. Jenna Presley, American actress. Jose Oregano, Paraguayan footballer 1988 Kaike, Brazilian football player Courtney McCool, American gymnast. 1989 Christian Vietoris, German motorist David N'Gog, French footballer Mathias
Aguirregarai, Uruguayan footballer 1997 - Asa Butterfield, British actor of Death until the 19th century 1204 - Leonor Aquitina, queen of the wife of England (n. 1122). 1205 - Amalric II of Jerusalem (n. 1145). 1412 - Catherine de Wendem, Countess of Wendem and Castre (n. 1350). 1478 - Ferdinand I,
Duke of Bragansky (b. 1403). 1651 - Philip de Villeneuve, Marquez de Atuguya (n. 1585). 19th century 1843 - John Armstrong Jr., American military and politician (n. 1758). 1872 - Frederick Denison Maurice, British Christian theologian and socialist (n. 1805). 20th century 1915 - Theodore Altermann,
Estonian set designer and actor (n. 1885). 1917 - Scott Joplin, American composer and pianist (n. 1868). 1930 - Ethiopia (n. 1876). 1947 - Greek George II (n. 1890). 1968 - Leo Landau, Soviet physicist and mathematician (n. 1908). 1976 - Max Ernst, German artist (n. 1891). 1984 - Marvin Gaye,
American singer (1939). 1987 - Henri Cochet, French tennis player (No 1901). 1996 - Mario Vi, actor and recitator Portuguese (n. 1948). 1999 - Marcos Rey, Brazilian journalist, writer and publicist (n. 1925). 2002 century Rui Nogueira Simes, engineer and Portuguese (n. 1930). Simo Heyha, Finnish
soldier (n. 1905). 2003 - Leslie Cheng, Chinese actor and musician (n. 1956). 2006 - Ai Takano, Japanese singer (n. 1955). 2008 - Marcos Diaz, Brazilian football coach (n. 1964). 2014 - French historian (n. 1924). 2015 - Cynthia Powell, British writer (n. 1939). 2019 - Caravelli, French conductor (No
1930). Holidays and cyclical events april day or lies international day of fun at work Brazil Birthday city of San Miguel Arcanjo, Sao Paulo. Anniversary of San Lawrence, Minas Gerais State. The day of Norse mythology, dedicated to the god Loki, tricks and pranks christianity Frederick Denison Maurice
Maria Egypt Melitao Sardes Other calendars In the Roman calendar was the day of Calenda in April. The liturgical calendar has a Sunday letter G for the day of the week. In the Gregorian calendar of the day 22x. The age of the moon To know the epoch of the moon on this day to look every year the
appropriate letter (bottom or upper register), for example, in 2019, for Epacta and Moon Age is the letter E: Letter b c d and f g h i k n n p q s t u Age 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Letter A B C D E F F G H N L Age 22 23 24 26 27 27 27 28 29 30 1 2 So April 1, 2019, the age of the
moon is 26 years. Commons has a category containing images and other files as of April 1, obtained
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